DELAL Research and Dissemination Newsletter
September to December 2014

DELAL have been busy this autumn term hosting seminars and speaking at events in and out of the University of Reading:

- Applied Linguistics Circle and Applied Linguistics Research Group regular meetings
- Language Studies Working Papers Vol 6 (co-ordinated by Laws)
- Corpus Linguistics and Social Media in the South (Jaworska + Schroeter, MLES)
- CeLM Awayday (working on collaborations with Oxford, London, India and Malaysia)
- Bilingualism Matters @Reading – ongoing consultations with families, presentations at local schools (LaMorgia and colleagues)
  - Launch of new international open access English morphology database MorphoQuantics.co.uk (Laws)

Events outside UoR included:

- BAAL LLT SIG, Leeds (Tavakoli & ISLI collaborators; Wright; Furneaux)
- Mental Lexicon Conference, Niagara, Canada (Clenton)
- 2nd International Symposium on Multilingualism in Europe, Barcelona (LaMorgia)
- EuroSLA colloquium on L2 fluency (led by Wright & Tavakoli)
- S-SLARF (SLA Research Forum), St. Mary’s University College, London (Tavakoli)
- Swansea University; University of Lancaster Applied Linguistics Groups (Wright)
- University of Budapest (September); Symposium on Language in Business, Vienna University of Economics and Business (Jaworska)
- International ELT Conference, Nanjing, China (Wright)
- AE Link conference on Asian and English linguistics research, Newcastle (Wright)
- Japan Association of Language Teachers, Tokyo, Japan (Clenton)
- Erasmus+ staff mobility exchange visit to Umea University, Sweden (Tavakoli), boosting links for research collaborations on child language learning, literacy and teacher training
  - Invited Plenary talk to Annual Conference, National Association of Teachers of English and Community Languages to Adults (Wright)
  - Invited Plenary Talk at NYC, Athens, International Conference on Instructed SLA (Tavakoli)
  - Invited Plenary talk to Newcastle upon Tyne International Post-graduate Conference in Theoretical and Applied Linguistics (Wright)

Other news - University Research Funding Awards:

- To investigate EAL and Maths study, 2014-15 (Clenton, with IoE)
- For digital educational transformation (Furneaux)
Selected recent publications (see staff pages for full details):